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As the retail shopping experience continues to 
evolve alongside technology, retailers are assess-
ing how to strike the ideal balance between conve-
nience, efficiency, and customer interaction. Though 
self-checkout machines became increasingly com-
monplace during the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
customers now report preferring in-person check-
out interactions with shop associates who can pro-
vide friendly support. On the other hand, retailers 
are navigating a widespread labor shortage which 
has, in many ways, made self-checkout machines 
a fiscal solution. As business owners and manag-
ers consider what cash management strategies can 
be implemented to minimize cash loss, reduce labor 
costs, and ensure cash count accuracy, the question 
remains: is there a way to reduce cash management 
costs while improving customer satisfaction?

According to the European Central Bank, cash is 
the most frequently used payment at the point of 
sale (POS) and is used across 59% of transactions in 
Europe.¹ As a result, reliable and efficient cash man-
agement is critical for European retailers. There are 
a variety of options on the market, including cash 
recyclers, self-checkout kiosks, regular cash draw-
ers, and cash management solutions with built-in 
intelligence. Retailers are looking for the silver bullet 
that combines efficient cash management technol-
ogy with a reinvigorated commitment to customer 
interactions. To find the system best suited for your 
clientele and transaction needs, assess critical fac-
tors such as cost, installation, maintenance, training 
requirements, and energy consumption. Your choice 
can influence operational efficiency, customer satis-
faction, and financial viability for years to come.

 Enter The  
Evolving Retail Landscape
Self-checkouts were introduced in the late ‘80s to 
reduce overall labor expenses and help companies 
adapt to a smaller, more skilled labor pool; throughout 
the early 2000s, the trend popularized to help stores 
further cut costs.² According to Sylvain Charlebois, 
director of the Agri-Food Analytics Lab at Dalhousie 
University in Nova Scotia, self-checkouts have always 
centered around saving money for retailers rather than 
improving the customer experience.² In fact, customer 
loyalty often stems from the opposite of self-checkout: 
thoughtful, interpersonal interactions that create trust 
and goodwill. However, during the COVID-19 pan-
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demic, customers sought safe, non-contact checkout 
options, and retailers invested heavily in self-checkout 
kiosks to accommodate this. Post COVID-19, custom-
ers are seeking a return to traditional cashier staffed 
checkouts, or at least the option.

Self-checkout technologies come with inherent 
challenges, including high installation, mainte-
nance, and energy costs. Beyond that, these kiosks 
routinely produce barcode misreads and malfunc-
tions that frustrate customers and must be resolved 
by attendants. Self-checkout has led to increased 
theft that contributes to retail shrink. According to 
the National Retail Federation, this resulted in retail 
losses of $112 billion in 2022.³ Due to these difficul-
ties, the U.K.’s Booths supermarket chain has opted 
to pull self-checkouts from the majority of stores to 
improve the customer experience.⁴ According to a 
Booths’ spokesperson, “We believe colleagues serv-
ing customers delivers a better customer experience 
and therefore we have [made] the decision to re-
move self-checkouts in a majority of stores. We have 
based this not only on what we feel is the right thing 
to do but on feedback from our customers.”⁴ 

The Booths decision may trigger a cycle of self-check-
out removals like those that occurred previously when 
Big Y, Costco, and Albertsons in the U.S., and Morri-
sons in the U.K., opted to remove self-checkouts. Re-
cently, Walmart removed self-checkout kiosks at three 
stores in Albuquerque, New Mexico as it pivots to a 
location-by-location approach.⁵ Though self-checkout 
is likely here to stay in some capacity, retailers are ex-
ploring how to implement POS technology alongside 

customer-to-associate interactions to improve the cus-
tomer experience. Alternatives to self-checkouts can 
help accelerate transactions and shorten line queues 
without eliminating direct customer engagement. In 
fact, a well-engineered cash management solution im-
proves all components of the checkout experience by 
helping employees feel more supported and ensuring 
that satisfied customers continue to shop in your store.

That said, identifying the appropriate alternative to 
self-checkout requires strategic assessment. Consider, 
for example, cash recyclers, which accept coins and 
bills that users can insert into a slot. Recyclers count the 
cash, dispense the change, and store and recycle cash 
for future transactions. Though they provide a contact-
less cash management option for customers who prefer 
it, they have high installation, maintenance, and energy 
costs. The machines accept bills one by one and often 
reject bills and/or coins, which can lead to delayed trans-
actions. Furthermore, the recyclers are prone to break-
downs that necessitate repairs and close checkout lines. 

 A Hybrid Solution: 
smarttill® by apg
smarttill is apg’s intelligent cash management solu-
tion designed to help retailers balance efficiency and 
customer experience throughout checkout. It is a cash 
management device that leverages a cash drawer de-
sign and provides simple installation, ease of use, 
and affordability for retailers. Beyond that, smarttill 
offers advanced cash handling capabilities. smarttill 
leverages standard cash drawer dimensions to use 
during traditional cashier-led POS interactions while 
boasting built-in intelligence that integrates with a 
retailer’s back-office cash management software, 
and/or apg’s cloud-based cash management appli-
cation known as CurrentSee®. 
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smarttill counts the cash inside the drawer auto-
matically during every transaction while its software 
captures every cash movement. Within 1.5 seconds, 
smarttill calculates a new total cash value and re-
cords the cashier number, transaction number, date, 
and time. Information is collected without affecting 
the transaction time or interrupting it. The system 
provides real-time visibility for all cash movements, 
making it easy to rapidly identify discrepancies. If a 
customer dispute should arise, this record can be 
referenced. Similarly, if a discrepancy occurs at the 
POS, the software flags the error, issues an alert, and 
enables a manager to quickly address it. The abili-
ty to flag errors and reduce cash handling allows 
smarttill to reduce cash loss at the till by up to 90%. 
Overall, smarttill addresses major goals for retailers:

• Decreases labor associated with cash manage-
ment by 40% 

• Frees up employees to focus on customer ser-
vice and operational efficiency

• Reduces cash losses and overall shrink

• Provides cash management at a more affordable 
price

• Lowers installation, maintenance, and energy ex-
penses

• Integrates with Android, iOS, and Windows POS 
systems

With online reporting and data analytics, smarttill 
in conjunction with CurrentSee also helps to track 
employee accountability and mitigate theft. Since 
smarttill provides accounting in real time, retailers 
are able to lower their cash management costs and 
save employee time on cash counts before or after 
shifts. In the majority of cases, retailers see a return 
on investment within as little as 12 months. While 
highly efficient and tech-assisted, smarttill ensures 
that customers are able to maintain human interac-
tion with cashiers while making their purchases.

 Plan Your Next Move
The future of checkout lanes will likely include a hybrid 
of different technologies, including self-checkout, cash 
recyclers, and intelligent cash management solutions. 
The key to successfully budgeting, adopting, and lever-
aging cash management technologies is to prioritize 
the needs and goals of your customers. For retailers 
that want to improve efficiency and human contact at 
checkout, the apg smarttill solution provides intelligent, 
real-time cash management, increases productivity, 
and reduces operating costs. 
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apg® Solutions, with over 40 years of experience, manufactures a wide 
range of highly durable and reliable cash drawers that are delivered 
quickly to the marketplace. apg® has built a reputation as the supplier 
of choice for cash management solutions for retail, grocery and 
hospitality, and quick serve for thousands of customers throughout 
the world. Whether it’s our general application cash drawer, custom 
designed solutions, or the smarttill® Cash Management Solution, our 
products and brand are differentiated by our ability to deliver innovative 
technologies that globally enhance efficiency and security at the point 
of sale. To learn more about our products, visit www.apgsolutions.com.
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We believe that brick & mortar retail 
connects people to their community, to 
each other, and drives business success. 
apg® strengthens the vitality of every retail 
and hospitality provider worldwide.
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